
UNIVERSITY OF GENEVA FACULTY OF SCIENCESINSTITUTE OF PHYSICS Prof. M. DrozSale Invariane, Critial Phenomena, and the Renormalization GroupSeries 1Spring 2009Exerise 1.1: Prove the Pythagorean theorem by dimensional analysisHints: The area A of a right triangle an be determined in terms of its say smallest angle � and thelength  of the hypotenuse. For reasons of dimensionality A = 2 � f(�), where f is some funtion.Draw a right triangle, then disover two smaller ones inside preisely overing the area of the �rstone, and prove the theorem.Exerise 1.2: Saling in the Edwards-Wilkinson model of surfae evolution1.2a: For 1+ 1 dimensions and spatially periodi boundary onditions, determine thetime dependene of the average square roughness (width, thikness) of the surfae. Thesquare roughness of one instane of the surfae h(x; t) at time t is de�ned byw2(t) = �h(x; t) � h(x; t)�2; (1)where overbar is spatial average f(x) = L�1 R L0 f(x) dx. To be alulated is the ensemble averagehw2(t)i analytially in form of a series, then its small and large time asymptotes.Hints: (i) Express w2(t) in terms of n(t), the spatial Fourier oe�ients of h(x; t). Note thatn(t) = ��n(t). (ii) Determine the Langevin equations for the n(t)'s, paying attention to theovariane of the noise. (iii) Solve the Langevin equations of (ii) expliitly in terms of the initialondition n(0) and the noise. (iv) Substitute the n(t)'s into the formula found in (i), �nally takethe average over the noise. Thus an expliit sum formula is obtained for hw2(t)i. (v) Determine thelarge and small time asymptotes of hw2(t)i. In the latter ase onsider the initial state as �at (alln 6= 0 Fourier oe�ients vanish), and alulate the asymptote of the sum via approximating it byan integral. (vi) Anyone is welome to hoose other paths of solutions.1.2b: In the 1 + d dimensional EW model determine the indies (�; z; � = �=z) forwhih the hange of variables x0 = bx, h0 = b�h, and t0 = bzt leaves the equation ofmotion invariant. Based on these indies you an predit in 1 + 1 dimensions, for small times,a pure power law for the average roughness as a funtion of time. Furthermore, determine theoe�ient of the initial time dependene by dimensional analysis in terms of the parameters of theEW equation, then, for long times, give a formula for the saturation value of the average roughnessagain by dimensional analysis. Compare these results to the exat expression obtained in 1.2a.Exerise 1.3: Show the absene of naive sale invariane, like the one in 1.2b, for theKardar-Parisi-Zhang equation. Give a simple explanation from omparing the EW and KPZequations why naive saling is expeted to break down for the latter. From simulations of the 1+1dimensional KPZ, asymptotes with � � 0:47 and � � 0:33 an be extrated nonetheless; whatopinion would you form based on this fat?


